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A ROMAN INSPECTOR OF TAXES AT LANCASTER 

D. C. A. Shotter. 

 
 The purpose of the present note is to construct around one of Lancaster’s surviving Roman inscriptions an 

hypothesis that is plausible, although ultimately unprovable.   

  

In 1797, an altar was discovered
1
 between the north side of Lancaster Castle and the churchyard; on it is a dedication 

made by one Lucius Vibenius, who describes himself with the title, Beneficiarius Consularis, to the holy god, Mars 

Cocidius. A beneficiarius was a legionary soldier seconded for special duties, whilst the addition of consularis 

indicates that in Vibenius’ case the secondment was to the staff of the provincial governor. Assuming that the 

inscription belongs to the third century A. D. , and postdates the division of Britannia into two provinces, this 

secondment will have been to the governor of the northern province of Britannia Inferior, the headquarters of which 

was at York, the fortress of legion VI Victrix.   

 The normal duties of a beneficiarius were of a supervisory nature, and included work connected with 

policing and customs. The presence of a number of such officers is recorded on inscriptions on or in the vicinity of 

Hadrian’s Wall,
2 

where supervision of movement and the collection of taxes due from those taking goods in and out 

of the province will have been a principal task.   

 

 The Lancaster dedication to Mars Cocidius suggests that Vibenius, too, may have had a connection with 

Hadrian’s Wall, in that the Ravenna Cosmography
3 

indicates the presence in the frontier zone of a site named Fanum 

Cocidi (‘The Shrine of Cocidius’), which is normally taken as Bewcastle; Cocidius was evidently a local war-god 

who, following ‘normal practice’, was twinned with his nearest equivalent in the Roman pantheon - in this case Mars. 

In the third century the fort at Bewcastle probably had the significance not only of an outpost of Hadrian’s Wall
4
 but 

also of a territorial boundary-marker of the civitas of the Carvetii
5   

 
The

 
transference of Vibenius to Lancaster needs, on account of the likely role of the site as a port, occasion 

no surprise: supervision of customs and taxation will have been a necessary and normal function. If we can rely on 

the significance of Vibenius’ dedication, then he would appear to have had a considerable and effective experience in 

such a role.   

 One further point may be made: excavations on Castle Hill in 1950, 1958 and 1965 by the late Professor Sir 

Ian Richmond and by the Lancaster Archaeological Society in 1973-75, 

revealed in the Northern Vicarage Field elements of what appeared to be a 

large court-yard house, equipped with its own bath-suite.
6
 The size of the 

structure, together with what  appeared to be an imposing columnar 

entrance-way between the house and the bath-suite and of numerous 

fragments of painted wall-decoration, suggests that it was a building of high 

status.   

 Richmond proposed that it was the fort-praetorium or 

commanding officer’s  residence, but excavation in the area in the late 

1960s and 1970s showed, without doubt, that the building was situated 

outside the northern defences of the fort. Might it not, therefore, have been 

the official residence of a high-ranking officer charged with the supervision 

of customs in the Roman port of Lancaster? In this case , the officer, Lucius 

Vibenius, resided a mere ‘stone’s-throw’ away from the site of the equally 

imposing Customs House of the eighteenth century.      

Text and translation of RIB 602 

D E O 

SANCTO MARTI 

COCIDO VIBENIUS 

LVCIUS B(ene) F(iciarius) CO(n)S(ulariis) 

                                                       V(otu)  S(olvit)   L(ibens) M(erito) 

Translation:  To the Holy God Mars Cocidius, Lucius Vibenius, the 

governors’s aide, willingly and deservedly fulfilled his vow.    
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